


... solid shampoo
The trend article of the future. Sustainable packaging 
for approx. 60 applications and saves 2-3 plastic bott-
les. Is made without water and is biodegradable.

... solid conditioner
The perfect addition for holistic hair care. Re-
generates the hair without weighing it down 
and makes it easy to comb.

SOLID instead of LIQUID
We specialize in creating solid, sustainable 

products. The development and rediscovery of 
solid products usually goes with a self-preserving 

recipe. This allows us to work without preservatives. 
For example, by replacing water in our products with 

ingredients such as natural cocoa butter that remain 
firm at room temperature, we permanently prevent 

bacterial formation.

Bye bye forever to your bottles...
Away with the plastic bottles! In 2018, we were able to save ab-

out 3,000,000 shampoo bottles only with our shampoo bars. But 
not only that, when transporting the solid shampoos, a lot of CO2 is 

saved and the traffic is spared: because a truck of solid shampoos 
is enough for as many hair washes as 15 trucks full of liquid shampoo 

bottles.

SOLID SHAMPOO
Also your hair can enjoy our products without bottle. Our highly concentrated, 

self-preserving solid shampoos are full of natural ingredients and oils. The wa-
ter simply adds to it yourself when you foam it between your hands or directly on 

your head. A single solid shampoo is as productive as about three bottles of liquid 
shampoo of 250ml. As mentioned above, they save a lot of plastic waste and pro-

tect the environment. They are also smaller and lighter than liquid shampoo, making 
them the ideal travel companion – even in hand luggage – or in the sports bag without 

leakage.

So the environment stays clean, and you will be too!



... solid bath lotion
No more cream after bathing. With nourishing in-
gredients such as shea butter for a velvety, soft skin.

... solid body butter
A benfit for dry skin. Rich cocoabutter, nourishing 
sheabutter and high-quality beeswax melt gently on 
the skin and ensure a soft skin feeling.

... solid shower & body soap
Shower gel in plastic packaging? You don´t need with 
shower and body soaps.
We have the plastic-free and palmoil-free alternative.

... solid face soap
The handmade, gentle and foa-
ming face soap provides moisture 
and protects the face skin from dry-
ing out and irritation.

... solid hand soap
Moisturizes and protects the 
skin from drying out and ir-
ritation.

... solid shower bar
Like the shampoo, the solid shower-bar 
has the same advantages over the liquid 
shower gels. 
Refreshing, beneficial and compact, it is not 
only a must have at home, but also the per-
fect companion for on the go.



best raw materials
The quality of the raw materials is decisive for the quality of the end products. Carefully selected 
and exquisite raw materials from all over the world are the heart of the Velvety product range. 
Our strict selection and evaluation process ensures that we work together with top suppliers, 
most of whom we have enjoyed a long-standing partnership with. As far as possible we focus 
on regional suppliers and sustainability. 

Gentle processing
We pay special attention to a particularly gentle processing in order to preserve the aroma in 
the best possible way.

IFS-HPC Certification
For a perfect product not only the supplier quality is crucial, we have ensured the high IFS-HPC 
standard for our own production and are certified by TÜV-Nord.
Your advantages through the IFS-HPC standard:
*  The aim oft he standard is to ensure that manufacturers of personal care products offer safe 
    and high quality products on the market and to meet or even exceed customer expectati
    ons. 
*  Proof that the products pose no risks to he health and safety of cosumers
*  IFS HPC contains most oft he requirements of ISO 22716 (GHP for cosmetics)
*  The main focus oft the IFS-HPC audit is the review of risk management, costumer specifica
    tion, traceability and crisis management.

NATRUE Certification
* NATRUE certification is only granted to products made of non-GMO 100% natural, derived 
   natural or natureidentical substances.
* A robust classification scheme of 13 product categories ensures that cosmetic function and 
  innovative formulations align with natural and organic claims.
* Rigorous label criteria defined by an independent Scientific Committee 
  (50:50 balance of NATRUE members and external experts).

We at Velvety see it as a personal mission to provide our customers with excellent products. All 
our efforts are rewarded by satisfied customers.


